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Abstract: Climatic chamber testing conditions are becoming more demanding. A wide range of
temperatures is used to check the quality of products and materials, since they are constantly being
improved. However, there is no literature on how the components of the climatic chamber panels react
under high temperatures. The present work therefore sets out to perform a thermal and mechanical
characterisation of four core materials often used in sandwich panels: balsa wood, mineral wool, and
polyethylene terephthalate and polyurethane rigid foams. The thermal characterisation focused on
thermal conductivity and the specific heat was characterised using an indirect method developed
previously by the authors to simulate a real application scenario where one surface of the sandwich
panels was subjected to high temperature, while the opposite surface was kept at room temperature.
Steady and unsteady conditions were analysed up to 200 ◦C. Balsa and mineral wool exhibited a
nonlinear increase in thermal conductivity with temperature, and the polymeric foams showed linear
behaviour. The specific heat results also increased with temperature, and the relation was nonlinear
for all the tested materials except for polyethylene terephthalate, which showed linear behaviour.
Higher temperatures had the least effect on the specific heat for balsa wood and mineral wool. The
polyethylene terephthalate foams were the most affected by temperature. Temperature variation was
tested using the impulse excitation technique. The polymeric foams and balsa wood were studied up
to 100 ◦C and 160 ◦C, respectively. The elastic modulus decreased with temperature. After 24 h of
cooling, the tests were repeated and the elastic modulus had regained or even increased its initial
value, for all the materials.

Keywords: sandwich panel; thermal conductivity; specific heat; elastic modulus; Young’s modulus;
impulse excitation technique

1. Introduction

Sandwich constructions have been experiencing strong worldwide growth. The need
for lightweight and high rigidity elements has increased the demand for this construction
technology, in particular for composite materials [1–3]. Sandwich construction is extremely
structurally efficient, particularly in applications where flexural stiffness is critical.

In many applications, sandwich panels are likely to be subjected to relatively high
in-service temperature gradients (e.g., facade panels, roof structures, bridge decks, cli-
matic chambers) [4,5]. From a design standpoint it is particularly important to correctly
understand how the mechanical and thermal properties of their materials are affected
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by these in-service temperatures. This study, in particular, focuses on their application
in climatic chamber panels. Several important aspects require further research studies
for this kind of application, i.e., there is a need for the design of more sustainable, more
structurally resistant, and more energy efficient solutions, among others. In the context
of designing and evaluating such solutions, accurate information on the properties of
materials is required. Typically, these data (thermal and mechanical) are only given for
ambient conditions. However, the service conditions are often very different, exposing the
climatic chambers to a wide temperature range.

The elastic constants can be measured by different experimental methods, of which
the most commonly applied are classified as static or dynamic. The static techniques
(tensile and bending tests), in their different forms, are probably used most often. The
specimens used in these techniques are relatively large, which means the results are more
representative. Usually, the elastic modulus (E) is obtained in the linear region from the
slope of the stress versus strain plots. However, these tests are more difficult to perform
under high temperature given the dimensions and the requirements of the equipment. The
static test setup requires an oven or a climatic chamber coupled to a universal test machine,
which is typically expensive. There are other techniques used to assess the temperature’s
effect on the mechanical behaviour [6]. Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis, known as
DMA, is a powerful technique for characterising viscoelastic materials, by applying stress
or strain waves to the material and measuring the response and phase lag [7–11]. However,
the available DMA experimental set-ups to study viscoelastic materials are very limited
concerning the admitted specimen geometries.

The impulse excitation technique (IET) is a simple, non-destructive, and low-cost
technique that can be used to determine Young’s modulus [12]. Some authors have found
it is more accurate [13]. IET measurements provide the E modulus through the resonant
frequency of the vibration of a normalised beam generated by a one-off impact on a
specimen. Different materials have been measured using IET [14]. In some cases, this
technique was used for samples exposed to a wide range of temperatures, both low and
high [15,16]. Nonetheless, this technique also presents some limitations: it could be difficult
or not appropriate for materials with very high damping capacity; for materials with
specific surface treatments which may change the elastic properties of the near-surface
material; for specimens that have major discontinuities, such as large cracks or voids; and
for specimens with non-regular geometries [17].

The IET methodology is mainly used to evaluate the isotropic behaviour of materials.
The use of inverse analysis with finite element models significantly extends the ability
of this method to characterise non-isotropic behaviour. However, the sandwich panels
described in the current context study are mainly subjected to bending. This explains the
use of this methodology in the present study, given that only the first natural frequency
included in the standard equation corresponds to the bending direction. Other suitable
techniques can be used to identify natural frequencies using full non-contact frequency
response analysis and 3D laser doppler scanning vibrometry systems [6]. The use of
more sophisticated vibration measuring techniques could be an option, but would require
measurements inside climatic chambers, which would be more difficult.

Previous studies have focused on how temperature affects the mechanical properties
of sandwich constructions [18–20].

The choice of core materials is often not based purely on mechanical behaviour; it is
taken for reasons related to resistance to weather conditions, to thermal insulation, the
use of a specific manufacturing method, cost, wear resistance, sustainability, etc. [21–23].
These features depend essentially on the application and intended purpose of the panels.
Thermal insulation can, however, be considered as one of the most important requirements
of the majority of sandwich panel applications.

The effect of temperature on thermal conductivity is often dismissed and the values
used as reference do not take this effect into consideration. The service temperatures of the
sandwich panels for climatic chambers can be quite extreme and the thermal behaviour
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of these construction elements can be well below expectations. Berardi [24] studied the
impact of ageing (environmental conditions) on the effective thermal conductivity of several
foam materials. Results showed that foam ageing and the operating temperatures have
a high impact. It was further concluded that high moisture levels contributed to lower
performance in all foam materials, with open cell foams experiencing the greatest thermal
resistance reduction. The temperature effect on thermal conductivity has been studied for
most conventional insulation materials [24,25]. The interest in studying the temperature’s
influence on thermal behaviour is also shown for natural materials [26].

Another important parameter for thermal characterisation is specific heat. This pa-
rameter is not usually explained by manufacturers, but it is very important for thermal
dynamic simulation and energy efficiency assessment. A material characterised with a high
specific heat value can provide low diffusivity values even with low density. Insulation
materials characterised by thermal conductivity under 0.05 W/(m·K) and specific heat
over 1.4 kJ/(kg·K) can be considered, according to Asdrubali et al. [27], to have great
performance, even in unsteady state conditions. In cyclic test conditions, widely used in the
industry to evaluate the performance of equipment and components, sometimes the condi-
tioning procedure requires quick temperature transitions, which makes the unsteady-state
behaviour of materials relevant for this particular application of sandwich panels.

Climatic chamber tests are becoming more prevalent as the quality level expected
from products and components increases. As test conditions become more demanding, the
elements that make up the envelope of the chambers, usually sandwich panels, are exposed
to a wider range of temperatures. It is important to understand how the mechanical and
thermal properties of the core materials in the sandwich panels change when subjected to
these temperatures.

In this context, this work evaluates, experimentally, the variation in thermal conductiv-
ity, specific heat, and elastic modulus with temperature for four core materials often used
in sandwich panels: balsa wood, mineral wool, and PET and PUR rigid foams. Section 1
describes the core materials selected for this study; Section 2 presents the materials and
specimen descriptions; Section 3 describes the experimental methodology used to evaluate
the effect of temperature on the thermal conductivity, the specific heat, and the Young’s
modulus. Finally, Sections 4 and 5 summarise the main results and conclusions, respectively.

2. Materials

Four sandwich panel core materials, frequently used as the core of climatic cham-
ber panels, were selected for this study: balsa wood (BAL), mineral wool (MW), and
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polyurethane (PUR) rigid foams.

Table 1 presents the core materials’ characteristics. The density and thickness of
the materials were determined according to EN 1602:2013 [28] and EN 823:2013 [29],
respectively. The values presented in Table 1 correspond to the mean and the standard
deviation of three test specimen results.

For the thermal tests, an existing laboratory oven was adapted to ensure the replication
of physical conditions similar to real applications. One surface of the test specimen was
subjected to high temperature, while the opposite surface was kept at room/laboratory
temperature. Steady-state conditions were prescribed to evaluate the thermal conductivity,
while unsteady-state conditions were used to obtain the specific heat. Sandwich panels
(990 mm × 390 mm) were manufactured with a single core layer bonded to stainless steel
sheets for these tests. The thickness of the stainless-steel sheets was kept constant (0.7 mm),
while the thickness of the core layer was changed according to the available material sizes.
Polyurethane glue was used to assemble the panels, except for the PUR foams, which
were injected. Three specimens of each core material were tested. Figure 1 shows the
photographic register of the sandwich panels.

The thermal conductivity at 10 ◦C was also experimentally determined by standardised
methods (EN 12664 [30] and EN 12667 [31]) to validate the set-up. For these tests, three
specimens of each core material were used.
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Table 1. Description of the studied materials.

Balsa Wood Polyethylene
Terephthalate Foam Polyurethane Foam Mineral Wool
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Description

Core material produced
from select kiln-dried

balsa wood in the ‘end-
grain’ configuration

Structural lightweight
PET foam boards made
of 100% recycled PET

Rigid foam of PU

Rock wool panel made
of basalt, slag, and
briquet (recycled

stone wool)

Density (kg/m3) **
174.6 ± 30.56

(Grain direction) * 98.30 ± 0.46 41.2 ± 1.0 99.2 ± 0.56

Thickness (mm) ** 48 ± 1.05 60 ± 0.90 150 ± 0.85 60 ± 0.93

* The density, stiffness, and strength in the grain direction are considerably higher than in any other direction.
** The values presented correspond to the mean and the standard deviation of three test specimen results.
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wood core.

For the mechanical characterisation, the variation in the elastic modulus with tempera-
ture was evaluated using the IET method. In addition, in this case, three specimens of each
core material were tested, except for mineral wool. This technique is not suitable for testing
mineral wool, given its fibre structure.

Given the anisotropy of the PET foam and balsa wood, the test specimens were
extracted/cut along two perpendicular directions. The specimens were cut in such a way
that the preferential direction was excited, in order to determine the fundamental bending
resonant frequency condition under which Equation (1) is valid. The specimens extracted
along the longitudinal direction were labelled-L, and in the transversal direction -T. The
PUR foam is an isotropic material and thus the test specimens were cut without any specific
direction. Figure 2 shows examples of the IET test specimens.
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Figure 2. IET test specimens: (a) BAL sample; (b) PET sample; (c) PUR sample.

Table 2 presents the physical characteristics and dimensions of the IET test specimens.

Table 2. IET test specimens’ physical characteristics and dimensions (the mean and the standard
deviation of three test specimens).

Specimen
Balsa

Longitudinal
Direction
(BAL-L)

Balsa
Transversal
Direction
(BAL-T)

PUR
(PUR)

PET
Longitudinal

Direction
(PET-L)

PET
Transversal
Direction
(PET-T)

m (g) 0.8672 ± 0.017 0.9531 ± 0.011 0.6144 ± 0.036 1.1242 ± 0.014 1.123 ± 0.021

L (mm) 99.07 ± 1.00 99.36 ± 1.18 100.89 ± 0.41 101.59 ± 0.54 101.35 ± 0.73

w (mm) 25.17 ± 0.55 20.69 ± 1.52 24.82 ± 0.53 25.36 ± 0.8 25.44 ± 0.50

t (mm) 2.21 ± 0.13 4.73 ± 0.34 4.91 ± 0.103 4.99 ± 0.35 4.96 ± 0.45

L/t 45 ± 1.0 21 ± 1 21 ± 1 21 ± 1 21 ± 1

T1 1.0034 ± 0.0003 1.0152 ± 0.0024 1.0158 ± 0.00063 1.0169 ± 0.0016 1.0173 ± 0.0022

Density
(kg/m3)

156 ± 10 98 ± 1 50 ± 1 87 ± 1 88 ± 1

3. Methods
3.1. Thermal Characterisation

Each door of the laboratory oven was modified by inserting an opening
(1000 mm × 400 mm), where the test specimens were placed. The panels were cut to
a slightly smaller size (990 mm × 390 mm) than the door opening, to allow for the thermal
expansion of the test specimens. The gaps between the test specimens and the door opening
were filled with ceramic fibre to prevent heat loss during the test. The specimens were
simply supported on two rollers with adjustable positions to allow us to test different
material thicknesses. A collar with large insulated walls was designed to prevent heat
fluxes from the exterior through the sides. This apparatus allows the simultaneous testing
of two specimens of the same core material, one on each door. A detailed drawing and a
photographic register of the oven door modifications are presented in Figures 3 and 4.

The tests were performed in steady-state conditions for predefined oven temperature
levels of 40 ◦C, 80 ◦C, 120 ◦C, 160 ◦C, and 200 ◦C, while the exterior temperature was kept
at 20 ± 5 ◦C. Unsteady-state conditions were created in the transition between temperature
levels. After the last temperature level, the oven was turned off. The test specimen remained
in the oven and was allowed to cool down.

A set of type K thermocouples was used to register the temperature inside and outside
the oven (Ta and Tb, respectively) and across the tested specimens (T1 to T5) (see red dots of
Figure 5. Thermocouples T2, T3, and T4 were placed inside the sandwich panel at intervals
of approximately a quarter of the thickness of the core material. Thermocouples T1 and T5
were positioned on the inner and outer panel surfaces, respectively. The thermocouples
placed inside the sandwich core were inserted after drilling small cylindrical holes parallel
to the test specimen surfaces. These holes were not in alignment, so the neighbouring holes
would not affect the heat transfer, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of test specimen, where Ta and Tb represent the thermocouples’
exterior positions (inside and outside the oven, respectively); Ti (I = 1 to 5) denotes the thermocouples
in the panel; Li (i = 1 to 4) identifies the layers; and Q is the heat flux in the direction indicated by
the arrow.

Apart from the temperature acquisition, heat fluxes were also recorded (Datalogger
Keysight model 34970A with a module 34901A, Keysight, Santa Rosa, CA, USA). Two heat
flux meters (Hukseflux Thermal Sensors FHF02SC-02, Hukseflux, Delft, Netherlands)
were placed on each exterior panel’s surface. The data acquisition (temperature and heat
fluxes) was carried out continuously throughout the test to enable the determination of
thermal conductivity in each layer for each temperature step. The thermal conductivity was
evaluated assuming that it remains constant between the inner layers of the core material,
defined by the position of the thermocouples T2 and T3 (layer 2) and T3 and T4 (layer 3).
The outer layers were excluded from the calculation since they form the double-layered
system that incorporates the external steel sheets. Figure 6 shows a schematic representation
of the four types of panels with the indication of the total nominal core thicknesses (LT)
and the layers 2 and 3 highlighted in blue. Each panel only has one type of core.

The specific heat capacity (c) was evaluated using an indirect method. This method
combined the experimental data with results from a one-dimensional analytical transient
heat-transfer model, following the methodology proposed by Simões et al. (2012) [32]. It
consists of using an iterative approach by aligning the experimental values registered by
thermocouples with the analytical results.

The program inputs were the temperatures registered over time on the exterior faces,
T1 and T5, and the middle panel temperature, T3 (see the thermocouple layout in Figure 2).
Two layers were defined between the three thermocouples: a first layer (closer to the oven’s
interior), which corresponds to layers 1 + 2 previously defined; and a second layer (further
from the oven’s interior), which corresponds to 3 + 4. Apart from the temperatures recorded
over time, it is necessary to define the positioning of the thermocouples, the thickness of
the layers, and the properties of the materials (density and thermal conductivity). The
methodology starts with an initial guess at the specific heat and by a reverse analysis that
converges towards a specific heat value that corresponds to the best fit with experimental
results. This best fit corresponds to the specific heat value that leads to the smallest mean
squared error between the analytical and experimental temperature results (T3).
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The specific heat was evaluated for each unsteady-state condition when the tempera-
ture in the oven changed to the next temperature level.

The thermal conductivity at 10 ◦C was also evaluated experimentally, following a
standard procedure (by EN 12664 [30], in the case of balsa wood, and with EN 12667 [31]
for the other materials), and compared with the results obtained using the methodology
used for higher temperatures.

3.2. Young’s Modulus

Young’s modulus was determined by applying the impulse excitation technique
following ASTM standard E 1876–15 [17]. This methodology has been used by several
authors to determine the elasticity modulus [33–35], and it can be considered a simple and
low-cost technique [13]. Typical techniques for the measurements of the Young’s modulus
are destructive methods. This technique, apart from being non-destructive, can be easily
used to determine the elastic modulus variation with temperature with only a small oven.
Traditional procedures would be more challenging to implement because equipment such
as displacement transducers or load cells would be exposed to high temperatures.

Parallelepiped test specimens were mechanically excited by a single impulse impact.
The mechanical vibrations generated by the impact were detected by a piezoelectric sensor,
previously bonded to the specimen. The recorded vibrations were then analysed and the
fundamental bending resonant frequencies defined. A 20 mm piezo ceramic disc (Murata,
Murata, Nagaoka, Japan) was used to assess the vibration response of each specimen.
A digital oscilloscope (Picotech 3204, Picotech, Cambridgeshire, UK) was used for data
acquisition.

The elastic modulus of parallelepiped test specimens was then evaluated according to
the following equation:

E = 0.9465

(
m f 2

f

w

)(
L3

t3

)
T1 (1)
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where

m—specimen mass (g);
ff—resonance frequency in bending (Hz);
w—width (mm);
L—length (mm);
t—thickness (mm);

T1—correction factor, whose formula can be found in the ASTM standard [17], for the
fundamental flexural mode to account for the thickness and length of the test specimen
and the and the Poisson’s ratio, µ. The correction factor T1 can be evaluated for speci-
mens with a thickness/length (t/L) ratio greater than 0.20, using the following equation
T1 =

[
1.000 + 6.585

( t
L
)2
]
, which only considers the thickness and length of the test specimen.

The test specimen was excited by being struck by a metal sphere with a diameter
of 3 mm, which was introduced in the oven using a guiding tube. The specimen was
suspended from a support. Figure 7 illustrates the test apparatus.
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Figure 7. Test apparatus: (a) scheme; (b) photographic record.

4. Results
4.1. Thermal Characterisation

Figure 8 shows the data registered for one specimen of each core material.
In order to determine the thermal conductivity, it was necessary to guarantee the

existence of steady-state conditions (constant temperatures and heat fluxes), for each
temperature step. As can be seen in Figure 8, the steps of 8 h allowed the stabilisation of the
temperature in each layer. The data obtained between temperature levels (unsteady-state
condition) were used to determine the specific heat.

The heat flux varies significantly for each test, since the thicknesses of the panels are
different. In the case of the PUR’s thicker panel, the difference is more evident.
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Figure 9 shows the test specimens’ condition after being tested. The PUR panels had
clearly deteriorated after the test.
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Figure 9. Photos of each type of material and its condition after being tested: (a) BAL; (b) PET;
(c) PUR; (d) MW.

Tables 3 and 4 present the mean values of thermal conductivity (λ) determined for the
mean temperature (Tm) ranges (T3–T2 and T3–T4) for layers 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 3. Thermal conductivity (W/(m·K)) evaluated for layer 2 (the mean and the standard deviation
of three test specimens).

BAL PET

Tm (◦C) λ (W/(m·K)) Tm (◦C) λ (W/(m·K))

33 ± 0.7 0.1146 ± 0.003 34 ± 1.2 0.0382 ± 0.004

58 ± 2.5 0.1237 ± 0.011 63 ± 2.3 0.0444 ± 0.006

83 ± 4.4 0.1291 ± 0.016 93 ± 5.2 0.0485 ± 0.006

109 ± 5.0 0.1342 ± 0.017 124 ± 6.1 0.0670 ± 0.011

134 ± 7.1 0.1327 ± 0.018 155 ± 6.3 0.0750 ± 0.012

PUR MW

Tm (◦C) λ (W/(m·K)) Tm (◦C) λ (W/(m·K))

32 ± 2.1 0.0211 ± 0.001 34 ± 0.9 0.0378 ± 0.003

58 ± 3.2 0.0275 ± 0.005 62 ± 2.3 0.0520 ± 0.003

85 ± 2.9 0.0314 ± 0.008 92 ± 1.5 0.0555 ± 0.004

114 ± 4.5 0.0392 ± 0.013 122 ± 1.2 0.0553 ± 0.008

146 ± 6.3 0.0402 ± 0.014 152 ± 2.3 0.0642 ± 0.010

Figure 10 presents the same information graphically. The results for layer 3 and layer 2
are indicated with an asterisk and a circle, respectively. This figure also includes the best fit
equations and the associated correlation coefficients.

It was assumed that the thermal conductivity computed is constant within each layer.
This assumption is accurate when the temperature amplitude within a layer is very small.
The PUR panels were the thickest specimens, and the temperature amplitude within each
layer was larger.

For all tests, the thermal conductivity for layer 2 was found to be higher than it was
for layer 3, because its temperature was higher.
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The results recorded in the balsa wood tests exhibit higher variability, as the standard
deviation results demonstrate. This was expected since balsa wood is a natural material
and there is thus some heterogeneity in the material’s properties from panel to panel.

The thermal conductivity appears to exhibit non-linear behaviour as the tempera-
ture increases, for balsa wood and mineral wool. In these cases, the best fit equation
is logarithmic.

The other materials, PUR and PET, exhibit linear behaviour. Both foams show a leap
in thermal conductivity for higher temperatures. This increase is possibly related to the
glass-transition temperature of the original polymers. Aside from that, at the end of test, the
PUR panels exhibited deterioration of the material as can be seen in Figure 4. The moment
or the temperature at which the damage started cannot be specified, but it certainly can be
confirmed that this polymer foam cannot be used above 140 ◦C.

The thermal conductivity at 10 ◦C was also evaluated experimentally. The results are
presented in Table 5. These results were compared with those obtained using the method-
ology for higher temperatures. They were found to agree with the thermal conductivity
determined for the first temperature level, which validates the technique used. The results
also show that the thermal conductivity does not seem to vary much within the temperature
range 10 ◦C to 30 ◦C.
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Table 4. Thermal conductibility (W/(m·K)) evaluated for layer 3 (the mean and the standard
deviation of three test specimens).

BAL PET

Tm (◦C) λ (W/(m·K)) Tm (◦C) λ (W/(m·K))

31 ± 0.9 0.0963 ± 0.019 30 ± 2.6 0.0397 ± 0.002

51 ± 0.9 0.105 ± 0.016 52 ± 3.0 0.0432 ± 0.002

69 ± 1.2 0.1142 ± 0.026 76 ± 3.2 0.0453 ± 0.008

89 ± 2.4 0.115 ± 0.029 102 ± 5.9 0.0561 ± 0.014

108 ± 3.1 0.122 ± 0.035 128 ± 6.0 0.0603 ± 0.017

PUR MW

Tm (◦C) λ (W/(m·K)) Tm (◦C) λ (W/(m·K))

26 ± 3.2 0.0182 ± 0.001 28 ± 01.3 0.0377 ± 0.002

42 ± 2.3 0.0228 ± 0.001 45 ± 3.2 0.0470 ± 0.002

57 ± 4.5 0.0251 ± 0.001 63 ± 4.2 0.0483 ± 0.003

74 ± 5.7 0.0261 ± 0.002 82 ± 5.3 0.0539 ± 0.005

93 ± 7.6 0.0285 ± 0.003 101 ± 7.2 0.0606 ± 0.007

Table 5. Results of thermal conductivity (W/(m·K) of the core materials at 10 ◦C (the mean and the
standard deviation of three test specimens).

BAL PET PUR MW

Apparent density (kg/m3) 174.6 ± 30.56 98.30 ± 0.46 41.2 ± 1.0 99.2 ± 0.56

Thermal conductivity
(W/(m·K))

0.1158 ± 0.0202 0.0396 ± 0.0014 0.019 ± 0.001 0.0366 ± 0.0016

This process was repeated for all temperature jumps (5 steps) and for all the test
specimens. Table 6 presents the mean value of specific heat for each material and each
temperature step (mean).

Table 6. Results of the specific heat (J/(kg·K)) using the indirect methodology (the mean and the
standard deviation of three test specimens).

BAL PET

Tm (◦C) c (J/(kg·K)) Tm (◦C) c (J/(kg·K))

32 ± 1.4 1212 ± 2 30 ± 2.0 1822 ± 2

54 ± 2.9 1306 ± 11 52 ± 2.5 1864 ± 4

80 ± 3.3 1399 ± 7 77 ± 3.1 1970 ± 3

104 ± 2.7 1513 ± 4 105 ± 2.8 2325 ± 5

127 ± 2.1 1609 ± 10 130 ± 3.4 2534 ± 8

PUR MW

Tm (◦C) c (J/(kg·K)) Tm (◦C) c (J/(kg·K))

29 ± 1.4 1470 ± 1 31 ± 1.5 843 ± 9

50 ± 2.9 1755 ± 3 54 ± 1.9 1023 ± 5

72 ± 3.3 1799 ± 5 78 ± 2.4 1193 ± 7

99 ± 2.7 1794 ± 2 104 ± 3.3 1291 ± 4

126 ± 3.1 1820 ± 2 129 ± 3.2 1310 ± 6
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The results are also presented in graphic form in Figure 11 with the representation
of the best fit equations and the relevant correlation coefficient. As with the thermal
conductivity, the specific heat increased with temperature. Except for the PET, all materials
presented non-linear behaviour as the temperature increased. The balsa wood and mineral
wool seem to be the materials for which the specific heat is less affected by the rising
temperature. The PET foam seems to be the most affected by temperature.
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4.2. Young’s Modulus

The response was recorded in the time domain and transformed into the frequency
domain by applying a fast Fourier transform (FFT). Figure 12 presents an example of
a signal in the time and frequency domain. The highest peak corresponds to the first
eigenmode in bending; the other peaks are related to higher eigenmodes.

Mineral wool was excluded from this test because this technique is not suitable for
testing this kind of material. Given the small dimensions of the specimens and the damping
characteristics of the material, it is not possible to cut parallelepiped-shaped samples of
mineral wool and apply this technique.

The tests of the polymeric materials were carried out for temperatures up to 100 ◦C
since this type of material starts to degrade at approximately this temperature. As the balsa
wood can withstand higher temperatures, the tests were performed up to the maximum
temperature supported by the piezoelectric sensor, 160 ◦C. At least three tests were per-
formed at each temperature level. The tests were repeated 24 h after cooling to assess the
capacity of the core material to be restored to its initial rigidity.

The IET results of the balsa wood specimens for different temperature levels are
presented in Figure 13a. From the results we can see that the overall tendency of the elastic
modulus is to decrease with temperature. However, a slight increase in the elastic modulus
can be observed at 40 ◦C, possibly due to a reduction of humidity in the wood fibres. This
increase in the elastic modulus was noted in both the longitudinal direction and in the
transversal direction.
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The elastic modulus obtained for the longitudinal direction (parallel to the grain)
was much smaller than that recorded for the transversal direction, bearing out the large
anisotropy assigned to the balsa wood, and wood in general [34].

The IET results of the PET and PUR samples, for different temperature levels, are
presented in Figure 13b.

It can be observed that the temperature has a much greater influence on polymeric
materials, particularly on PET, than on balsa wood. The Young’s modulus of the PET at
100 ◦C shows a reduction of 62% relative to ambient conditions for the transversal direction,
and of 52% for the longitudinal direction. PUR samples have a Young’s modulus reduction
of approximately 34% for the same temperatures. This is particularly important when
foams of this kind have to ensure some structural resistance.
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The PET foam does not seem to have a pronounced anisotropy, since the difference
between the elastic modulus in the longitudinal and the transversal directions is not large.

The tests were repeated after cooling (after 24 h) and the materials either regained
the initial value of the Young’s modulus or it was restored at a higher value. The ther-
mal recovery property of wood species depends on the applied temperature. The elastic
modulus reduction could be attributed to thermal softening rather than to thermal degra-
dation [36]. Zhong et al. [37] found an improved residual elastic modulus for temperatures
below 200 ◦C for Chinese larch. Regarding the polymeric foams, it is well known that the
mechanical properties are significantly reduced at high temperatures, namely near the glass
transition temperature (Tg). Thus, the Young’s modulus restored at a higher value for the
foams is related to probable thermal degradation.

5. Conclusions

This work set out to perform a thermal and mechanical characterisation of four core
materials often used in sandwich panels in climatic chambers, when exposed to a wide
range of temperatures: balsa wood, mineral wool (MW), and two rigid foams, polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) and polyurethane (PUR).

The thermal characterisation made use of an experimental setup developed to simulate
a real application scenario in which one surface of the sandwich panels was subjected to
high temperature, while the opposite surface was kept at room temperature. Steady and
unsteady conditions were analysed up to 200 ◦C. In all cases, the thermal conductivity
increased with temperature. This relation was found to be non-linear for the balsa and
mineral wool, while the polymeric foams, PET and PUR, showed linear behaviour. When
the temperature increased from 30 ◦C to 140 ◦C, the thermal conductivity doubled in the
case of the PUR and grew 66% in the case of the PET. The two foams under study appeared
to be more affected by temperature than the other materials. When the temperature
increased from 30 ◦C to 140 ◦C, the thermal conductivity grew 28% in the case of the
BAL and 61% in the case of the MW. In addition, it was found that the PUR panels were
damaged, showing that this polymer foam cannot be used above 140 ◦C. The specific
heat was evaluated using an indirect method previously developed by the authors. The
specific heat results also increased with temperature, and the relation was found to be
non-linear for all the tested materials except the PET, which showed linear behaviour
with a higher increase in temperature (it grew 44% when the temperature increased from
30 ◦C to 130 ◦C).

The impulse excitation technique (IET) was used to determine the variation in Young’s
modulus of these materials with temperature. The results showed that the tendency of the
elastic modulus is to decrease with temperature (for example, the PUR 13.17 MPa at 23 ◦C
to 9.07 MPa at 100 ◦C). It was confirmed that temperature had a more significant influence
on the polymeric materials, particularly the PET (18.86 MPa at 23 ◦C to 9.03 MPa at 100 ◦C
in the transversal direction; 20.37 MPa at 23 ◦C to 7.72 MPa at 100 ◦C in the longitudinal
direction). However, the tests were repeated for polymeric foams and balsa wood after
cooling for 24 h, and the materials had either regained the initial value of the Young’s
modulus or its value had increased. This is an important outcome since the loss of stiffness
is recoverable.

From a design standpoint it is particularly important to gain a sound understanding
of how the thermal and mechanical properties are affected by the in-service temperature
range. The authors suggest using a hybrid solution with a multi-layer of two materials,
where one layer secures the thermal performance (mineral wool layer, for instance) and at
the same time protects the mechanical resistance of the second layer from suffering loss
of stiffness at high temperature. In some applications, this may require the use of a few
mechanical connectors to transfer the load from one external face to the other.
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